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Abstract—In recent years, the increasing penetration of 

distributed generation in microgrids challenges the control and 

coordination of energy resources. Especially in microgrids with 

virtual synchronous generator (VSG)-controlled converters and 

conventional synchronous generators (SG), the inherent inertia 

difference (i.e., the VSG and SG) results in a poor transient 

performance when the VSG and/or loads are cut in/out. Thus, this 

paper explores the transient performance of microgrids with 

parallel VSG and SG systems. More importantly, a novel pre-

synchronization control method is proposed to eliminate the 

phase jump while meeting the requirements in case of closures or 

re-closures of generation units. A small-signal dynamic model is 

presented, and accordingly, the VSG inertia and its damping can 

be designed considering the capacity ratio of VSG and SG units. 

In addition, with the power angle stability analysis, an active 

power provision strategy is introduced to suppress the transient 

power oscillation due to the inertia difference. Finally, the 

feasibility of the proposed methods is verified by simulations on a 

microgrid consisting of parallel VSG and SG units.  

Index Terms-Microgrid, virtual synchronous generator (VSG), 

synchronous generator (SG), power oscillation, stability, inertia 

matching, transient performance; pre-synchronization  

I. INTRODUCTION 

ITH the fast development of the distributed generation 

(DG) technology, the capacity ratio of conventional  

synchronous generators (SG) decreases gradually in recent 

years in microgrid applications. On the other hand, the DG 

units can be controlled by the virtual synchronous generator 

(VSG) method to mimic an SG, which improves the stability 

of the entire power system [1]. Thus, many attempts have been 

made to advance the VSG technology, typically considering 

the inertia and damping characteristics [2], [3], stability issues 

[4], [5], operational modes (islanded and grid-connected) [6] 

and general control strategies [7]. 

In a remote microgrid where the main grid is not available, 

the small schedulable SG units are usually used as the main 

power supply and the renewable-based DG units are used as 

the secondary supply. Due to the inherent difference in inertia 

and capacity between the SG and DG, the entire system 

dynamics vary significantly. Changes in power supply or load 

often occur in such a microgrid, and an important index of its 

stability and reliability is whether it can provide sufficient 

frequency support during a frequency dip. Consequently, the 

focus has been put on the control and coordination of various 

generators [8]. 

To address the parallel operation stability issues of DGs 

during transient operation, a virtual impedance concept and a 

VSG model with optimized inertia and damping were 

implemented to avoid frequency and power oscillations [9]-

[12]. However, it is known that the focus in the literature was 

on the operation of parallel VSGs. When SGs are cut in, the 

system stability may be challenged due to the difference of the 

moment of inertia and prime mover shaft inertia for the VSG 

and SG units. In this case, the VSG-controlled units respond 

with fast dynamics to system disturbances, e.g., energy sources 

cutting-in/out and load changes, which may induce severe 

transient power oscillations. Consequently, the oscillations 

affect the conventional SG rotor speed and lower the capacity 

of power allocations among units. The system may eventually 

go into instability. 

Unfortunately, the mechanism of the instability for parallel 

SG and VSG units has not been clearly revealed. In [13] and 

[14], the inertia difference between inverters and SGs was 

analyzed, where the frequency oscillation and poor transient 

power sharing were discussed. Moreover, the VSG control 

system was introduced to achieve better inertia response 

characteristic. Nevertheless, the system model and parameters 

were not unified, and thus, transient instability issues may 

appear, even when the system is stable in steady state. In [15], 

a specific configuration of VSGs was proposed to improve the 

transient performance under load variations, while the capacity 

ratio of VSGs and SGs was not considered. In [16], the 

operation conditions were extended to unbalanced loading, and 

the transient virtual impedance was added to VSGs to alleviate 

the SG rotor speed deviation. It can be seen that the difference 

in response speed caused the instability of the voltage at the 

point of common-coupling (PCC), which led to high-

frequency oscillations of output power. Moreover, although 

the dynamic performance is improved, the cutting-in 

characteristics are not considered in the parallel operation of 

VSGs and SGs. 

Additionally, if the parallel operation pre-synchronization 

algorithm is not properly designed, poor transients may occur 

during the closure of circuit breakers [17]. In the prior-art 
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research, the pre-synchronization has been relatively matured, 

while phase errors should be further alleviated. For instance, a 

self-synchronization method of the grid-connected inverter 

based on the virtual impedance was proposed in [18].  The 

paper provided ideas for the VSG pre-synchronization but the 

LC filter impact was not considered. In turn, voltage phase 

deviations appear. In [19], a VSG pre-synchronization unit 

based on the virtual power and secondary control was proposed, 

where the frequency and voltage amplitude were realized by a 

secondary controller. However, in this case, the phase 

synchronization must be performed after the secondary control 

and the regulation signal is irregular. In [20], [21], the phase 

difference was added to the frequency control loop through a 

proportional-integral (PI) regulator to improve the phase 

synchronization. However, the periodic phase jump may lead 

to slow dynamics, or even synchronization failures, which will 

be further elaborated in Section III in this paper. 

In light of the above, an enhanced pre-synchronization 

control method is proposed to eliminate the phase angle jump 

impact on the transient electromagnetic performance of 

microgrids. Then, the VSG parameter design and power 

provision mode are analyzed considering the inertia matching 

based on the small-signal model. The rest of this paper is 

organized as follows. In Section II, the basics of the VSG and 

SG control are introduced with the description of the parallel 

system. The proposed parallel pre-synchronization method is 

presented in Section III, and then, the small-signal model and 

the power allocation mode are discussed in Section IV. To 

verify the effectiveness of the proposed methods, simulations 

are performed, and the results are presented in Section V. 

Finally, Section VI concludes this paper. 

II. BASIC PRINCIPLE AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

A. Basics of the VSG Technology  

The general control block diagram of the VSG is shown in 

Fig. 1, where the active and reactive power loops emulate the 

rotor motion with the prime mover and the excitation controller 

of a conventional SG, respectively. Thus, the VSG can provide 

the entire modulation signal for the system [22]. Additionally, 

the output three-phase current of the inverter is added to the 

virtual impedance module and the three-phase synthetic 

voltage of the VSG minus the virtual voltage drop evabc [23], as 

shown in Fig. 1. Then, the output voltage emabc is modulated by 

the voltage and current double-loop control, and at last, the 

driving signals to power converter can be obtained through the 

space vector modulation (SVPWM).  

According to the system shown in Fig. 1, the VSG system 

can be described as [24] 

set_vsg p n e vsg n
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where Pset_vsg and Qset_vsg  are the given active and reactive 

power, Dp and Dq are the coefficients of the active power-

frequency (P-ω) and reactive power-voltage (Q-V) droop 

relationships, Pe and Qe are the electromagnetic power, Jvsg and 

K are the virtual moment of inertia and voltage coefficient, 

respectively, ωn and ω are the rated and actual rotor angular 

frequency, Un and U0 are the effective values of the rated and 

actual voltage amplitude, Em is the internal potential amplitude 

of the VSG, and δ is the power angle.  

B. Control System Model of the SG  

An SG control system, which is a feedback control to 

regulate the output frequency, voltage and power [16], is 

shown in Fig. 2. It consists of a governor (GOV) and an 

automatic voltage regulator (AVR). The GOV adjusts the 

prime mover shaft power Pm_sg according to the SG output 

angular frequency ωsg and the rated angular frequency ωn, in 

which kp is the GOV proportional coefficient. The inherent 

large inertia brings a response delay to the shaft power, which 

results in power mismatching instantaneously after load 

mutation. Moreover, the rotor kinetic energy of an SG is 

consumed to compensate for the power shortage, which leads 

to the deviation of the angular frequency. Consequently, the 
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Fig. 1. General control block diagram of the virtual synchronous generation (VSG) technology (RMS – Root Mean Square; PWM – Pulse Width Modulation; 

SVPWM – Space Vector Pulse Width Modulation).  
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Fig. 2. Control diagram of the governor (GOV) and the automatic voltage 

regulator (AVR), where PI represents a proportional integral controller. 
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system may become unstable. As it is shown in Fig. 2, a first-

order inertial link, i.e., 1/(Tds+1), is added into the GOV 

control loop to emulate the response delay of the mechanical 

system, where Td is the governor inertial response time 

constant.  

As the excitation system of an SG, the AVR consists of the 

excitation regulator and power unit, which is demonstrated in 

Fig. 2. The excitation regulator provides the DC excitation 

current to indirectly regulate the SG field voltage Vf_sg, and the 

employed excitation power unit ensures the reactive power 

allocation, as shown in Fig. 2, in which kq is the AVR droop 

coefficient. Here, a PI controller has been employed as the 

output field voltage regulator.  

C. Microgrids with Parallel VSG and SG Units 

In this paper, in order to study the coordination of different 

generation resources in microgrids, an SG driven by a prime 

motor is selected as the main power supply. The above control 

scheme is adopted. A power inverter-fed system is connected 

in parallel with the SG, which is controlled through the VSG 

technology discussed in Section II.A. Clearly, as it is shown in 

Fig. 3, when the breaker is open, the SG is operating, and solely 

supplying the loads. In this case, the VSG system is discussed 

and disabled. In contrast, when the breaker is closed, the SG 

and the VSG should share the loading power properly to 

maintain the entire system stability. However, as discussed in 

previous sections, the microgrid may go into instabilities in the 

case of transient eventualities (e.g., sudden load/power source 

changes that may happen in renewable energy-based systems).  

III. PRE-SYNCHRONIZATION ALGORITHM 

A. Analysis of Phase Angle Difference Jump 

In order to reduce the electromagnetic and mechanical 

impact and ensure the smooth cutting-in of the VSG system in 

microgrids governed by an SG, the instantaneous output 

voltage of the VSG and SG should be consistent and have the 

same tendency, including amplitude, frequency and phase 

before transients [19]. Thus, the pre-synchronization is of high 

concern to ensure stable operation, especially in the system 

with weak overloading capacity.  

The VSG pre-synchronization is like the synchronization in 

grid-connected applications (typically, a phase-locked loop is 

adopted for synchronization). As exemplified in Fig. 4, an 

integral regulator (i.e., K1/s) is applied to adjust the frequency 

difference, so does the voltage amplitude difference, which is 

relatively easy to implement [20]. On the other hand, for the 

phase difference, a PI regulator is typically adopted to control 

the VSG output frequency, until both frequency and phase 

differences meet the closing standards. However, in the case of 

transients, significant phase jumps may appear, which 

inevitably affects the pre-synchronization performance, and in 

turn, the entire system stability. 

   Note that the phase is a periodic signal. For instance, as 

shown in Fig. 5, it varies within 0 to 2π rad during the interval 

of t0 to t1, which jumps from 2π to 0 rad at the end of the cycle 

at t1, an d the next cycle starts. However, the phase jump error 

remains during t1~t2, as demonstrated in Fig. 5. It is assumed 

that the SG and VSG output voltage frequencies meet ωsg = 

SVPWM
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Fig. 3. System structure of a microgrid with parallel VSG and SG units, where the VSG can be fed by renewable energy sources (e.g., wind turbines – WT, 

photovoltaics – PV, and battery banks). Here, PLL represents the phase locked loop and PCC is the point of common-coupling.   
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the phase jump difference. 
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Fig. 4. Traditional VSG pre-synchronization algorithm. 
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ωvsg, and the voltage phase of the SG θsg is leading that of the 

VSG θvsg, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Since the voltage phases of 

the VSG and SG units cannot be completely identical in the 

synchronization process, the phase will have a positive and 

negative jump in each cycle, which results in the continually 

forward and reverse adjustment of the output frequency. If the 

phase is directly attached to the VSG as the frequency signal 

Δω, disturbances will be induced to the VSG active loop.  

Ignoring the integral unit, according to Figs. 4 and 5, the 

phase adjustment degree can be expressed as 

1

0

2

1

2

0

vsg sg pp sg vsg

vsg g pp sg vsg

pp sg vsg 2 1 pp 1 2

= ( )

 ( 2 )

( ) 2 ( ) = ( )

t

t
t

st
t

t

k dt

k dt

k dt t t k A A

    

    

  

  − + − + 

 − + − − 

 = − − − −
  







 (2) 

where kpp is the proportional coefficient of the phase regulator, 

A1 and A2 are shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen in (2) that when 

A1>A2, the phase synchronization can be achieved within 

longer adjustment time. When A1 = A2, the phase difference 

remains unchanged, and the phase synchronization cannot be 

achieved. When A1<A2, the VSG output phase lags more until 

it is equal to the last cycle of the SG output phase. As a result, 

the pre-synchronization time is prolonged and even the system 

will fail to synchronize. Moreover, when the parallel pre-

synchronization is completed and SW2 opens (see Fig. 4), the 

removal of the integral unit will also affect the frequency 

stability of the microgrid. In all, with the above analysis, the 

pre-synchronization should be improved in order to ensure the 

stability of the microgrid with parallel SG and VSG units.  

B. Novel Phase Synchronization Method 

Accordingly, a novel pre-synchronization method is 

proposed to eliminate the impact of the phase angle jump. 

Considering the characteristics of sine and cosine functions, 

their values remain the same when the phase jumps between 

△θ and △θ – 2π. The cosine function is adopted accordingly 

due to its monotonicity and continuity in the range of [0, π] rad. 

In Fig. 6, the newly constructed function ‘1 – cos(θsg – θvsg)’ is 

denoted by the line ‘a’. Only part of the phase within 0~π rad 

is selected. Due to the non-negativity of the above constructed 

signal, the function ‘cos(θsg – θvsg) – 1’ is selected as part of the 

SG lagging phase (shown as the line ‘b’ in Fig. 6). This also 

ensures the regulation continuity in the phase range of [–π, π] 

rad. When the phase difference jumps, line ‘a’ and line ‘b’ are 

translated into line ‘c’ and line ‘d’, respectively, with their 

value and change tendencies unchanged. Therefore, the 

translation will not affect the phase regulation continuity.  

According to the constructed function, the frequency 

modulation signal can be obtained as  

c sg vsg sg vsg

c sg vsg sg vsg

c sg vsg sg vsg

c sg vsg sg vsg
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(3)

 where kc is modulation index, and the ranges of [–2π, –π] and 

[π, 2π] rad denote the phase difference in the of phase jumps. 

With the proposed parallel pre-synchronization method in 

(3), the output voltage amplitude, frequency and phase of the 

SG and VSG units can be synchronized to avoid closing impact 

caused by the difference in the output voltage vector. On this 

basis, the transient performance of the VSG and SG parallel 

microgrid according to the inertia matching is then explored in 

the next section.  

IV. INTEGRATED PARAMETER CONFIGURATION  

METHOD FOR THE VSG 

A. System Inertia and Damping Parameter Matching 

Taking the active power control loop in Fig. 1 as an example, 

the small-signal model of the VSG can be obtained according 

to (1) as  

vsg n 1 1 p 1

1 1

J s P D

s

  

 

 = − − 


 = 

           

(4) 

in which ∆ω1, ∆δ1 is the angular frequency and power angle 

difference, respectively, and ∆P1 is the active power output 

difference of the VSG. The small-signal model of the SG speed 

loop is obtained as 

p

sg n 2 2 2
d1

k
J s P

T s
   = − − 

+
          

(5) 

where Jsg is the moment of inertia from the SG, ∆ω2 is the 

angular frequency difference, and ∆P2 is the active power 

output difference of the SG. 

Accordingly, the P-ω transfer functions of the VSG and SG 

active power loop can be expressed as  

1
vsg

1 vsg n p

s2
sg 2

2 sg n d sg n p

1

1

G
P J s D

T s
G

P J T s J s k







 


= =  − −


+ = =

  − − −
     

(6) 

from which it can be concluded that the SG and VSG possess 

the same active droop relationship, when s→0, and the specific 

droop characteristics depend on the corresponding droop 

coefficient Dp and kp, respectively. Therefore, the following 

damping matching relationship should be satisfied according 

to the system capacity [24]:  

p sg p vsg

q sg q vsg

=

=

k S D S

k S D S





                

(7) 

with Ssg, Svsg being the capacities for the SG and VSG. 

Additionally, the transient performance of the microgrid is 

synthetically affected by the droop coefficients, moment of 

inertia, and governor inertial response time constant, as shown 

in (6). During the transients, power oscillations, large 
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the phase transition for the novel pre-synchronization 

algorithm with a newly constructed function. 
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overshoots or even system maladjustments may occur. A 

detailed transient analysis is required for the stability of 

microgrids as follows.  

First, the moment of inertia [26] can be given as  

sg 2
n

2
=

HS
J


                   

(8) 

where H is the inertia time constant, representing the transient 

period (i.e., the time for the system returning to steady state), 

and S is the system capacity. With the flexibility of the VSG 

virtual inertia, the same H should be satisfied to ensure the 

rotor inertia matching, which is given as  

sg vsg

sg vsg

J J

S S
=

                   

(9) 

After the rotor inertia and damping parameter matching are 

achieved, the transient regulation process and performance can 

be further explored based on the small-signal model. 

B. Active Power Control Mode 

The small-signal model of the microgrid with parallel SG 

and VSG units is established in this section. The VSG and SG 

systems are equivalent to the series connection of an ideal 

voltage source and output impedance at the fundamental 

frequency, as shown in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7, E1∠θ1 is the VSG 

output potential, E2∠θ2 is the SG internal potential, U0∠θ0 is 

the PCC voltage, ZL is the load impedance, Z1 and Z2 are the 

system impedance of the VSG and SG, respectively, including 

the output and line impedance. According to Fig. 7, it can be 

obtained that:  
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where Z∠θz is the equivalent impedance at the PCC. Due to 

the inductive characteristic of the SG and virtual impedance, it 

is assumed that the system impedance is ideally inductive, that 

is, Zi = jXi with Xi being the reactance. Here, i = 1, 2, L, 

represents for the VSG, SG, and load, correspondingly (see Fig. 

7). The equivalent impedance can then be calculated as 

( ) ( )( )

( )
( )( )

22 2 2
1 2 L 1 2 L L 1 2 L

2 2
1 2 L L

2 2
1 2 L L 1 2 L

z
1 2 L

arctan
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X X R X
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  + + +
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(11) 

with RL being the load resistance.  

According to the instantaneous power theory, the output 

active power can be expressed as 

( )
2 2

i ji i
i z z i j2

i i ji

3 cos cos
E EE E

P
Z Z Z ZZ Z

   
 

=  − − + − 
  

 

(12) 

where i, j are 1 and 2 for the VSG and SG, respectively. 

Considering the ideally inductive and uncoupled operation 

environment, it can be obtained that ∂Pi/∂Ei = ∂Pi/∂Ej = 0. Then, 

due to the small impedance angle difference θi – θj, it is 

approximated that sin(θi – θj) = θi – θj and cos(θi – θj) = 1. 

Accordingly, Eq. (12) can be linearized as 

( )
( )

i i j i 0 j 0

i j

= ( ) ( )P M M

M

     

 

  =  −  − − − 
=  −

  

(13)

 

where M = EiEjsinθz/(ZiZjZ), δ1 and δ2 are the output power 

angles of the VSG and SG, respectively. 

 Let Y = [Δω1, Δω2]T, N=[Δδ1, Δδ2]T and substitute (13) into 

(4) and (5), and then, the state-space model of the microgrid 

system can be derived as 

p
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0
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D M M

J J J Y
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with Y and N being the state vectors. Eq. (14) can further be 

written as  

p

vsg n vsg vsg
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1 1
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J J JM
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   =
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(15) 

which shows that when the moment of inertia and the damping 

are matched, the power angle couples the VSG and SG and 

restricts the stability of the output frequency. Moreover, the 

governor inertia amplifies the instability degree of the 

microgrid system. Considering the relationship between the 

output frequency and power angle shown in (4), the power 

angle signal can reflect the transient regulation process of the 

entire system. Taking the capacity ratio as Svsg/Ssg = n, it can be 

obtained from (7) and (9) that Jvsg/Jsg = kp/Dp = n, and the small 

signal models of the VSG and SG active loop are subtracted, 

which gives 

p p

2 1 sg n 1 2 1 2
d

p

sg n 1 2 2

= ( )
1

=( )( )

D k
P P J s n n

n T s
D

J s n A
n

    

   

 −  − +  − 
+

+  − − 

(16) 

with A = kp/(1+Tds) – Dp/n. The droop relationship of the SG 

prime mover governor is expressed as kpΔω2 = Pset_sg – Pm_sg, 

where Pm_sg is the mechanical power. Then, the transient 

dynamics can be expressed as 

p p m
2 2 set_sg m_sg 2 sg2 2

d d

1
( )=

k k P
A s P P P

T s Tn n
  


   − −  − = 

 

(17) 

Let ΔPset_vsg = ±ksetΔδ2, where kset is the active power setting 

coefficient of the VSG, ΔPset_vsg and Δδ2 are the process 

variables. The VSG setting active power Pset_vsg must not 

exceed the ideal system capacity. It maintains the constant 

Z1 Z2

ZL

VSG SG

i1 i2

E1∠θ1 E2∠θ2U0∠θ0

 
Fig. 7. Equivalent circuit diagram of the microgrid with an SG and a VSG 

operating in parallel. 
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value calculated by the capacity ratio in (7), when δ2 keeps 

constant, which gives the VSG active power according to the 

transient regulation process. Moreover, this also compensates 

for the governor inertia delay of the SG to some extent. If Δδ1 

and Δδ2 have the opposite signs, the active power flows within 

the microgrid and the negative sign is selected; if Δδ1 and Δδ2 

have the same signs, the load power changes and the positive 

sign is selected. Then, Eq. (16) can be written as 

p

sg n 1 2 2 sg 1 set_vsg

2 1 set 2

( )( ) ( )

( )

D
J s n P P P P

n
P P k

  



+  − =  + − −

=  − 
 

(18) 

By selecting different active power setting coefficient, i.e., 

kset, the governor inertia matching between the VSG and SG is 

realized to ensure the transient stability during transient cases. 

The transient performance of the reactive power loop depends 

on the excitation regulation mode and the power decoupling 

degree of the system, and the similar ideas can also be applied 

in the reactive power regulation of the VSG and SG. 

C. Parameter Design  

Take Δω = nΔω1 – Δω2 and Δδ = nΔδ1 – Δδ2 as new state 

variables. Because Δδ2 is much larger than Δδ1, the small- 

signal model of the microgrid system can be simplified as 

 

p

sg n 1 set 2

set

( ) 2 2 ( 1)
D

J s M M n k
n

k

    



+  +  = −  − 

 −    

(19)

 

Then, the characteristic equation of the system is obtained as 

p2 set

sg n sg n

2
( )

D M k
G s s s

J n J 

+
= + +

         

(20)

 
According to the Routh criteria, when 2M +kset > 0, the system 

has no characteristic roots with positive real parts and the 

system is stable. However, for sinθz < 0, it is more usual in the 

inductive operational condition, and the necessity of the 

proposed power setting method is obvious. 

It is assumed that the system keeps stable, and the damping 

ratio is calculated as 

p 1 2

sg n 1 2 z set 1 22 (2 sin )

D Z Z Z

n J E E k Z Z Z


 
=

+
      

(21) 

indicating that the damping ratio is related to kset under 

invariant Dp and Jsg, which is set as 0.6~0.8 for the optimum 

performance. In order to simplify the analysis, Z1Z2Z is set as 

5, sinθz is set as – 0.1, the capacity ratio n is set as 1 and kset is 

set as 210, 260 and 310, respectively. The poles of the closed-

loop system are then shown in Fig. 8.  

It can be observed in Fig. 8 that the characteristic roots of 

the three cases (i.e., kset = 210, 260 and 310) have the same 

distance to the imaginary axis. This means that the setting 

coefficient kset does not affect the stability of the entire system. 

The poles of G1 (kset = 210) is outside the optimum damping 

ratio region. With the increase of kset, the distance between the 

characteristic roots and real axis becomes larger. As a result, 

the damping of the system with G3 (kset = 310) is smaller than 

that of the system with G2 (kset = 260), which is easy to oscillate 

but with short regulating time. Keeping increasing kset will 

move the poles out of the optimum damping ratio region and 

the stability will become worse. Therefore, the compromise is 

to consider the overshoot and regulating time to calculate the 

setting coefficient kset.  

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

A. Simulation Model Description and Test 

To verify the proposed pre-synchronization method and the 

active power setting mode, simulations are carried out on a 

microgrid with SG and VSG units in MATLAB/Simulink. 

Various cases are considered and the parameters of the system 

are shown in Table I.  

Firstly, when the amplitude and frequency of the SG and 

VSG output voltages have been synchronized, the phase 

difference keeps as a constant and jumps once per cycle 

without the phase synchronization, as shown in Fig. 9. The 

phase difference cannot meet the precision requirement of 

closing, and this has been analyzed in Section III.A. Then, the 
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Fig. 8. Pole map of the closed-loop system of the microgrid. 

   

TABLE I 

PARAMETERS OF THE MICROGRID SYSTEM. 

Parameter Value 

Moment of inertia, Virtual inertia (Jsg, Jvsg) 0.0923 kg·m2 

System capacity of SG and VSG (Ssg, Svsg) 8000 VA 

Stator impedance (Rs_sg, Ls_sg) 1.62 Ω, 4.5 mH 
Rated electromotive force (E0) 220 V 

Rated rotor speed (n0) 1500 rpm 

GOV, AVR droop coefficient (kp, kq) 900, 320 
AVR PI coefficient (kp_AVR, ki_AVR) 30, 100 

Inertial response time constant (Td) 0.5 s 

Rated voltage amplitude (Un) 220 V 

Rated angular frequency (ωn) 314.1 rad/s 

P-f, Q-V Droop coefficient (Dp, Dq) 900, 320 

VSG voltage coefficient (K) 6.5 
Virtual impedance (Rv, Lv) 0.08 Ω, 8 mH 

Coefficient of the frequency regulator (K1) 3000 

Coefficients of the phase regulator (kpp, kip) 3.5, 1.75 
Pre-synchronization modulation index (kc) 30 

DC voltage (Vin) 600 V 

VSG switching frequency (fn) 10 kHz 
Line impedance (Zline) (0.308+j0.47) Ω/km 

LC filter (L, C) 3.08 Ω, 3.2 mH, 1.2 mF 

 

 
Fig. 9. Phase difference jump. 
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operation performance and load performance of the parallel 

model without the proposed methods are then studied. In this 

case, a traditional PI frequency method (see Fig. 4) is used and 

the VSG is cut in at t = 4.6 s sharing 6-kW load with the SG. 

At t = 7 s, another 6-kW load is cut in. The simulation results 

of the system in response to cutting-in operation are presented 

in Fig. 10. From the results, it is known that the instantaneous 

closing power affects the system performance due to the poor 

pre-synchronization accuracy. In addition, the power 

allocation basically meets the requirements under the premise 

of the matched parameters as discussed in Section IV. However, 

the adjusting inertia difference causes the SG rotor speed to 

abnormally rise, and then, the power and frequency 

oscillations at a high frequency occur in the microgrid, as also 

described in [16]. The oscillation amplitude is almost 200 W, 

which affects the operation of any other electrical equipment.  

B. Parallel Pre-synchronization 

In this section, the performances of the microgrid with the 

traditional pre-synchronization method (i.e., using a PI 

regulator for the phase synchronization) [20] and the proposed 

pre-synchronization method are compared to verify the 

effectiveness of the proposed solution. Specifically, before t = 

3.5 s, the SG is operating solely with a 6-kW load. At t = 3.5 s, 

the VSG is cut in and it is operating in the pre-synchronization 

mode.  

The simulation results of the microgrid with the traditional 

pre-synchronization method are presented in Fig. 11. In this 

case, a PI regulator is applied in the phase synchronization, in 

which kpp and kip are the proportional and integral coefficients, 

respectively (see Fig. 4). As observed in Fig. 11(a), there is a 

negative jump per cycle in the frequency modulation signal Δω 

 
(a) 

  
(b) 

Fig. 10. Simulation results of the microgrid model performance test: (a) the 
output active power and (b) the SG rotor speed. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 12. Simulation results of the microgrid with the proposed parallel pre-

synchronization method: (a) frequency modulated signal, (b) phase 
difference, (c) frequency difference, and (d) synchronization process of single 
phase. 

   
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

  
(d) 

Fig. 11. Simulation results of the microgrid with the traditional pre-

synchronization method: (a) frequency modulation signal, (b) phase 

difference, (c) frequency difference, and (d) VSG output frequency.  
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due to the proportional unit. For the phase difference, it can be 

seen in Fig. 11(b) that the phase difference slightly increases 

from t = 5.8 s, corresponding to the condition that S1 ≤ S2, 

which causes the phase difference to remain almost unchanged, 

and thus the system fails to synchronize. Meanwhile, the 

frequency difference is also unstable with oscillations, as 

demonstrated in Fig. 11(c). Additionally, supposing that the 

output phase can be synchronized, the removal of the integral 

unit results in a sudden drop of the VSG frequency, as shown 

in Fig. 11(d). This will affect the transient performance of the 

system during closing, as discussed in the previous sections.  

However, with the proposed pre-synchronization method, 

better performances can be achieved, as verified in Fig. 12. In 

this case, the closing standard [17] is met at t = 4.58 s. As 

indicated in Fig. 12(a), the frequency modulation signal is 

continuous and monotonous, and keeps smooth in the case of 

the phase difference jump. The phase and frequency 

differences are shown in Fig. 12(b) and (c), respectively. It can 

be observed that the difference can be adjusted smoothly and 

quickly to zero, avoiding the drop issue in the case of the 

conventional method, as shown in Fig. 11(d). In all, the 

proposed method satisfies the requirements for the 

synchronization. Moreover, Fig. 12(d) shows the 

synchronization process of phase A of the VSG and SG output 

voltages. Rapidity and smoothness of synchronization 

regulation are intuitively reflected in Fig. 12(d). With the 

proposed pre-synchronization method, further simulations 

about the transient performance of the VSG and SG units 

during transient cases are carried out in the next section.  

C. Closing and Loading Transition 

1) Performance under Closing Transition 

In this simulation, the capacity ratio of the VSG and SG is 

set as 1:1 and taking n = 1 to calculate the active power setting 

coefficient kset, which is convenient to verify the ability of the 

steady power sharing that is not affected by the proposed 

transient algorithm. From the above section, the VSG is cut in 

at t = 4.58 s and the transient closing impact caused by the poor 

parallel pre-synchronization is eliminated. As it can be 

observed in Fig. 13, the transient performance under the 

closing transition is improved when the new parallel pre-

synchronization method and the active power setting mode are 

adopted. Here, kset is calculated as 265. The transition time is 

prolonged according to the governor inertia delay of the SG, 

which suppresses the transient oscillation in the SG rotor speed 

and smooths the power transition. Moreover, Δδ1 and Δδ2 have 

the opposite signs in this case and – ksetΔδ2 is selected as 

ΔPset_vsg to adjust the active power setting for the VSG. In all, 

the simulation is in agreement with the discussion and the 

analysis in Section IV.B, meaning that the proposed methods 

are verified.  

2) Performance under Loading Transition 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 14. Simulation results of the microgrid with the power setting mode under 
a loading transition: (a) output active power, (b) SG rotor speed, (c) power 

angle, and (d) output active power with a smaller kset. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 13. Simulation results of the microgrid with the power setting mode 

control under a closing transition: (a) output active power, (b) SG rotor speed, 

and (c) power angle. 
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In this case, a 6-kW resistive load is suddenly added in the 

system at t = 12 s and the results are shown in Fig. 14 with kset 

being unchanged. As observed in Fig. 14(a), the prime mover 

of the SG responds slowly to the loading requirement, while 

the VSG is compensating for part of the power vacancy and 

matches the governor inertia of the SG smoothly. The 

amplitude of high frequency power oscillation decreases 

greatly to acceptable level. Seen from Fig. 14(b), the SG rotor 

speed drops a little normally and recovers to the rated value 

with no transient oscillations within 3 s. Additionally, Δδ1 and 

Δδ2 have the same sign and ksetΔδ2 is selected as ΔPset_vsg in this 

case, which also agrees with the analysis in Section IV.B. Fig. 

14(d) further shows the simulation result of the VSG output 

power with kset being 220. Compared with the results in Fig. 

14(b), it is known that both cases can reach the power limiting, 

but the system with smaller kset operates with longer regulation 

time, as shown in Fig. 14(d). As a result, dynamics should be 

considered first when calculating kset in the optimum damping 

ratio region, since the power limiting plays an important role 

in maintaining the stability. In all, the above case studies by 

simulations verify the correctness and effectiveness of the 

proposed control methods.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, microgrids consisting of SG and VSG units in 

parallel were explored, and the control and coordination of 

generation resources under different inertia were discussed. It 

has been revealed that the system stability is challenged 

depending on the inherent differences between the SG and 

VSG, especially in the case of transients. Accordingly, a new 

pre-synchronization control method and a novel active power 

setting mode for the VSG were proposed to improve the 

transient performance of the microgrid. Simulation results 

have demonstrated that oscillations in the active power loop 

are effectively eliminated with the proposed methods. In 

addition, it should be pointed out that the methods are also 

beneficial to other grid-connected systems to eliminate the 

phase errors, and the control studies of compatibly 

interconnecting different power supplies.   
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